Gaming Headset RZE-G902H

SKU: RZE-G902H

Gaming Headset RZE-G902H

VIRTUAL SURROUND SOUND
With RZE-G902H, immersive experience is delivered through its virtual 7.1 surround sound
technology that makes you play games with the most realistic experience possible. Hearing
a 360 degree sound field, you are in close connection to the source of sound that facilitates
decision making during games. The headset comes with the software CD for the surround
system, for you to adjust your own settings.
RZE-G902H delivers high precision sound quality using its large 50mm speaker drivers for
you to enjoy vivid sound clarity without distortion. Enjoy all the emotions of your games with
the headset delivering high sensitivity with the headphone frequency response of 20Hz to
20000Hz and excellent bass sound. This headset offers you versatility as it is compatible
with multiple platforms like PCs, gaming consoles etc. It also serves as a good companion
for your music and movie sound enjoyment.
RZE-G902H offers you comfort as the ear cups are well padded. This offers you long cool
sessions maximizing comfort on each session. Padding also keeps external sound out
thereby minimizing disturbance. RZE-G902H comes with an integrated powerful
microphone with excellent voice pick up and noise cancellation system. This enables you to
clearly communicate with partners during games.
RZE-G902H offers you excellent gaming design. Made out of eco-friendly and skin-friendly
materials. The design expresses itself with LED lighting, highlighting a game atmosphere.
Light and vibration control feature present that can be used for 4D gaming. This feature
helps you control bass vibration to get the real feeling of gunfire, explosions etc. RZEG902H is available in 2 colors- red and blue.

SPECIFICATIONS
Overview

Virtual 7.1 Surround, LED light, Vibration

Speaker Diameter

50 mm

Impedance

32 Ohms

Frequency Response

20Hz-20,000Hz

Sensitivity of Microphone -38dB±3dB
Rated Power

20m W x 2

Cable Length

2.2 Meters
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Connector

USB

Accessories

CD (Software for Virtual Surround 7.1), Operation Manual

ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONS
Color

Blue, Red

